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, our project partner, is interested in building a real estate index 
that not only considers the trend / pattern over time, but also capture the 
consumer behaviors on the web, and on a lower-level standpoint (i.e. census 
tract level). The goal is to better understand where the market is headed and 
how the dynamics vary  between census tracts.

Problem with existing indices (e.g. NAR Confidence Index, Case-Shiller Home 
Price Index):

(i) they only rely on traditional data, 

(ii) they only capture the market from a high-level standpoint (national or 
market area level)

 

Our solution:

Provide better visibility for the real-estate market on the census tract level by 
predicting the number of home listings and sales in every census tract, utilizing 
both traditional and digital data (e.g., online listing, Google Trends data, etc.).

Goal

Our approach involves two main steps:

1. Forecasting the number of listings and sales on market-area level 

2. Adjusting the number of listings and sales for each census tract within 
that market area

Methodology

First, we want to create a model that combines the forecasts of the time series 
model and the Google Trends model:

Stage 1: Forecasting Overall Market Condition Stage 2: Adjusting for each Census Tract (CT)

Goal: generate listings/sales prediction for every CT by adjusting the overall 
listings/sales rates (output from step 1) with the census-tract level features 
(e.g. average income, population growth, rental rate, etc.) 

Stage 2b: Interpreting Census Tract Features

Process:
● Build gradient boosting models (XGBoost and LightGBM) that predict the 

ratio of the CT’s listings and sales rate, and 
● Use the feature importance and feature contributions measures from these 

models to investigate how each feature drive for the listings/sales rate.
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Building a Digital Real Estate Index

Stage 2a: Make the Prediction

Preprocess data: calculate the ratio of each census tract’s listings/sales rate to 
the avg. rate for the overall market area for the training (historical) data. 

Make Predictions: Fit this Gaussian distribution to the training data and use 
the distribution mean as the predicted listings/sales rate for that area at any 
given month (these values are consistent with gradient boosting predictions 
too).

Now, we utilize the economics indicator data to 
predict the residuals using a boosting model. 

Boosting Residuals Economic Indicators

MLS (home listings & sales) data 
Forecasting with Bayesian Structural 
Time Series (BSTS) modelling:
○Semi-Local Linear Trend
○Seasonality affect

Google Trends data
● use keywords from REX
● create lag features for past 3 months
● perform feature selection (Lasso)
● make prediction (Ridge)

Stacking:
number of listings and sales

From these outputs, we can finally calculate the final number of homes 
listings and homes sales for the next 1-6 month ahead

Rolling 6 months predictions of number of homes sales in Denver 
Contribution of the first 30 features in LGBM Model for sales rates prediction


